Advanced Root Cause Analysis for Product
Quality Improvement using Machine Learning
in TIBCO Spotfire
GRADIENT BOOSTING
MACHINE MODELING
Gradient Boosting Machine
(GBM) modeling is a powerful
machine learning technique for
advanced root cause analysis in
manufacturing. It will uncover
problems that would be missed
by regression-based statistical
modelling techniques and
single tree methods, but can
easily be used by analysts with
no expertise in statistics and
modelling to solve complex
problems. It is an excellent
choice for advanced equipment
commonality analysis and will
detect interactions between
process factors (for example,
machines, recipes, process
dates) that are responsible for
bad product. It can also be used
to identify complex nonlinear
relationships and interactions
between product quality
measurements (for example,
yield, defects, field returns)
and upstream measurements
from the product, process,
equipment, component,
material, or environment.

MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning techniques employ an emerging class of algorithms that actually
learn from the data presented to them, and automatically construct the best
possible model for each dataset. As such, they empower analysts who have little
expertise in statistics and modelling to solve complex problems otherwise beyond
their reach.
The Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) algorithm is an iterative method that uses
an ensemble of simple decision trees. The model is built in a stage-wise fashion,
adding the best tree to improve model accuracy at each successive stage. While it
can be used in a wide range of applications, this paper focuses on the use of GBM for
root cause analysis in manufacturing, where it has the following benefits:
• Good performance in culling the most significant predictor variables from a
large pool of candidates.
• Responses and predictors can be either continuous (including dates) or
categorical variable types.
• Complex interactions between predictors can be modelled.
• Complex nonlinear relationships can be accurately modelled. GBM often
produces models that fit the data better than regression or single decisiontree methods.
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• No need to specify a data model, so no prior knowledge or theoretical
understanding of variable relationships is needed. This is an advantage
over regression-based statistical modelling techniques that require
matching the appropriate model to the data based on prior knowledge of
variable relationships.
• GBM models are robust. They handle missing data and outliers well and data
transformations are not required.

APPLICATION TO ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS IN MANUFACTURING
In the initial phase of a program to identify causes of product quality problems,
the “low hanging fruit” will typically be identified. Correlation analysis may be
performed to identify simple linear correlations between end-product quality
measurements (for example, yield, defects, field returns) and upstream product,
process, equipment, component, material, or environmental measurements.
ANOVA-based equipment commonality analysis can be performed to identify the
individual process steps and factors (machine, recipe, operator, and others) that
produce bad product, Figure 1. Similarly, component commonality analysis can
be performed to identify the outsourced component sources and process factors
responsible for bad product.

Figure 1: ANOVA-based equipment commonality analysis in Spotfire. Effect of
process step and machine on measured product quality parameters is shown.
After this initial phase, when the most evident causes of product-quality problems
have been identified, additional problems may remain that are more difficult to
diagnose. These are often due to complex non-linear effects and interactions
between predictors that were not detectable with the techniques used during the
first phase of analysis. GBM can help uncover these complex relationships to solve
the next phase of quality problems. (Of course, by using GBM from the beginning,
it is also possible to combine both quality improvement phases to accelerate the
ramp to mature production.)
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GBM ANALYSIS WITH SPOTFIRE
GBM has been implemented in TIBCO Spotfire® with a data function that uses the R
Generalized Boosted Regression Models (gbm) package. A reusable template that
accepts categorical and continuous data for both predictors and responses has been
created by Spotfire data scientists. The template is designed to be used by analysts
with no special knowledge of statistics or machine learning. Configuring, running,
and evaluating the models is easy to do using the Model Panel, Figure 2.

Figure 2: Model Panel. Configuring, running, and evaluating models is intuitive
and easy to do using the Model Panel.
Spotfire visualizations make it easy to understand the key results, Figure 3. The
variable importance Pareto ranks the predictor variables by their effect on
the (product quality) response. Marking a predictor on this chart updates the
variable partial influence chart that presents a detailed picture of the effect of the
predictor across its full range on the response. GBM can model highly nonlinear
effects that are difficult to accurately model with other methods.
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Figure 3: Variable Importance Pareto and variable partial influence chart for
continuous predictors. GBM results show the effect of continuous manufacturing
process parameters on semiconductor IC yield loss. The response was product
failure and the predictors were 591 continuous in-process equipment sensor and
product measurements. The variable importance Pareto chart ranks the predictors
effect on yield loss. The variable partial influence chart shows the highly nonlinear u-shaped effect of the marked predictor on yield loss.
Interactions between predictors can also be seen. An interaction occurs whenever
the predictors’ effects on the response are something other than the sum of their
individual effects. Significant interactions are shown in the interactions table and
visualized with a heatmap, Figure 4.

Figure 4: Interactions table and heatmap for continuous predictors. The
interactions table displays the most significant interactions for the analysis
in Figure 3. The interaction heatmap for the marked interaction shows that
maximum yield loss occurs in three corners of the plot, where the two predictor
variables are both at their extremes.
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The previous examples were of analyses with continuous predictors. Equipment
commonality analyses can involve factors such as date processed, machine, recipe,
and operator at each process step. In this case, categorical and continuous predictors
are included together in the GBM model. Results can indicate combinations of
machines, recipes, and date ranges that will produce bad product.
Figure 5 shows a combined equipment and component commonality analysis
with categorical predictors.

Figure 5: GBM equipment/component commonality analysis results. This analysis
shows the effect of categorical predictors on yield loss of an electronic device.
The manufacturing process involves assembling outsourced components and inhouse processing. The response was device failure. A large number of categorical
predictors were analyzed that were primarily related to 1) the component source
and its manufacturing process or 2) the in-house process equipment and recipe.
This screenshot shows all the most significant variables and interactions, an
interaction heatmap for the marked interaction, and a partial influence chart for
one of the interaction variables. There is an interaction between component 14
manufacturing code W2 and process step 11 machine A: 46% of the devices with
this particular combination fail, while less than 6% fail for any other combination.
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